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I Love to Learn Math Games
By Make Believe Ideas

Make Believe Ideas. Paperback. Book Condition: New.
Paperback. 40 pages. Dimensions: 10.8in. x 8.2in. x 0.4in.Fun
practice books with over 250 stickers!I Love to Learnis a fantastic
series of educational workbooks designed to make learning fun!
Developed in conjunction with experienced consultants, the
books tie in completely with the way English and Math are
taught in Preschool and First Grade. TheI Love to
Learnworkbooks support childrens learning while entertaining
them with fun activities. Children will enjoy completing the
activities and using the fun stickers. Parents and children can
track their progress using the reward chart and colorful sticker
stars. Each book also contains a game for children and parents
to cut out and play together. Math Gamesintroduces early math
concepts, including sorting, sequencing, 2-D and 3-D shapes,
symmetry, size, volume, position, direction, and time. Through
coloring, writing, and interactive sticker activities, young
learners will have an opportunity to demonstrate their
understanding and knowledge of early mathematical concepts.
Feature and Benefits: Fun, educational books, designed to help
children learn in an entertaining wayCarefully matched to the
early years curriculum to ensure that the activities reflect what
children are learning in kindergarten or schoolWith over 250
stickers to use as part of...
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R eviews
This is the finest book i have got study right up until now. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never.
Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- K ea nu Johns
This is the finest book i have read until now. It is filled with wisdom and knowledge You can expect to like just how the
author compose this ebook.
-- Tobin Lesch
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